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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the predictability of a squall line associated with a quasi-stationary front on 23
April 2007 in South China through deterministic and probabilistic forecasts. Our results show that the squall-
line simulation was very sensitive to model error from horizontal resolution and uncertainties in physical
parameterization schemes. At least a 10-km grid size was necessary to decently capture this squall line. The
simulated squall line with a grid size of 4.5 km was most sensitive to long-wave radiation parameterization
schemes relative to other physical schemes such as microphysics and planetary boundary layer. For a grid
size from 20 to 5 km, a cumulus parameterization scheme degraded the squall-line simulation (relative to
turning it off), with a more severe degradation to grid size <10 km than >10 km.

The sensitivity of the squall-line simulation to initial error was investigated through ensemble forecast.
The performance of the ensemble simulation of the squall line was very sensitive to the initial error. Approx-
imately 15% of the ensemble members decently captured the evolution of the squall line, 25% failed, and 60%
dislocated the squall line. Using different combinations of physical parameterization schemes for different
members can improve the probabilistic forecast. The lead time of this case was only a few hours. Error
growth was clearly associated with moist convection development. A linear improvement in the performance
of the squall line simulation was observed when the initial error was decreased gradually, with the largest
contribution from initial moisture field.
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1. Introduction

Squall line is a line-shaped mesoscale convective
system (MCS). MCSs feature abrupt occurrence and
fast movement and are usually associated with se-
vere weather such as strong winds, flash floods, large
hail, and even tornadoes. These are major disastrous
weather events in warm seasons in China. The current
forecast capability of MCSs is very limited, probably
due to the lack of observations and lack of understand-
ing of their physical mechanisms. The extent to which
an MCS can be forecast accurately, that is, the pre-
dictability, is an important question with both scien-
tific and practical significance.

The concept of predictability was first proposed by
Thompson (1957) to describe the sensitivity of numer-
ical weather prediction (NWP) to initial and model
error. The existence of an upper limit of predictabil-

ity for a weather system was introduced by Lorenz
(1963a, b). This upper limit was proposed to be due
to atmospheric instability and turbulence (Kraichnan,
1971; Leith, 1971; Robinson, 1971; Leith and Kraich-
nan, 1972). Later, more and more attention was given
to the error growth mechanism and construction of
possible ways to prolong forecast lead time. Mu et al.
(2002a, b) classified three predictability problems: (1)
for a given maximum allowed prediction error, look for
the maximum predictable time; (2) for a given predic-
tion time, look for the minimum prediction error; and
(3) for a given maximum allowed prediction error and
the prediction time, look for the maximum allowable
initial error and the parameter error.

Studies on the predictability of mesoscale systems
have mainly focused on relatively larger scales (meso-
α, 200–2000 km) and heavy rain events in recent years.
Kuo et al. (1995) showed that the simulation of a rapid
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mesoscale cyclonegenesis that occurred in southeast-
ern United States during 28–29 March 1984 was very
sensitive to the horizontal resolution and physical pa-
rameterization of the numerical model. Some studies
showed that small-scale, small-amplitude, initial er-
ror may grow rapidly, reach saturation, and develop
upscale to affect the predictability of larger-scale fea-
tures (Tan et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2006). Rapid
error growth has been shown to be closely related to
moist processes (Ehrendorfer et al., 1999; Zhang et al.,
2002, 2003) for precipitation events over central Texas
in the United States (Zhang et al., 2006) or in South
China associated with the meiyu front (Liu and Tan,
2009; Zhu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011). Mu and Duan
(2003) put forward a conditional nonlinear optimum
perturbation method that can capture the initial error
components that grow the fastest. This method has
been successfully used to target observations of heavy
rain event in China (Mu et al., 2007).

Relative to the extensive studies on the predictabil-
ity of meso-α scale weather systems, studies on the pre-
dictability of mesoscale systems with smaller scales, for
example, meso-β (20–200 km) or meso-γ (2–20 km),
have been very rare. Melhauser and Zhang (2012)
examined the predictability of a squall line in North
America in 2003 and demonstrated nonlinear error-
growth features. A squall line is a meso-β convective
system defined as “a line of active thunderstorms, ei-
ther continuous or with breaks, including contiguous
precipitation areas resulting from the existence of the
thunderstorms” (Glickman, 2000). Squall lines com-
monly cause severe disasters in the warm season across
a large area of China (Meng and Zhang, 2012; Meng et
al., 2013). However, there is a paucity of research on
the predictability of squall lines. To what extent can
a squall line be predicted deterministically and prob-
abilistically? What could be the lead time of squall-
line forecast? How sensitive is squall-line simulation
to model and initial error? How and why does the ini-
tial error grow? In what way can the predictability of
squall-line systems be improved? All of these ques-
tions remain unanswered, especially for squall lines
in China. The aim of this study was to examine
the predictability of a squall line associated with a
quasi-stationary front in South China on 23 April 2007
(Meng et al., 2012; Wu and Meng, 2013) with regard
to all of these questions.

An overview of the squall line case is presented in
section 2. Section 3 examines the sensitivity of the
squall line simulation to model error from a deter-
ministic forecast point of view. The sensitivity of the
squall line simulation to initial error is explored in sec-
tion 4 from an ensemble forecast point of view. The
possible impact of forecast lead time and a method to

improve its predictability are discussed, respectively,
in sections 5 and 6. Finally, a summary is given in
section 7.

2. Case overview

The squall line of interest formed at 2030 UTC 23
April 2007 near the boundary between Guangxi and
Guangdong provinces (Fig. 1a). It moved southeast-
ward to Guangdong at a speed of ∼17 m s−1 and de-
veloped into a very strong and long squall line with
a length of ∼400 km, spanning the entire Guangdong
Province. Bow-shaped segments (Meng et al., 2012),
which are usually associated with strong surface winds,
formed in the squall line during its development stage.
The system lasted for nine hours and caused exten-
sive heavy rain, strong winds, and hail in Guang-
dong Province. Eight-hour accumulated precipitation
of 56.6 mm and wind gusts of 23.8 m s−1 (Chen et al.,
2008) were observed in the Guangzhou area (Fig. 1).

The squall line was initiated in an environment
with a midlevel trough, a surface quasi-stationary
front, and a nocturnal low-level jet. A low-pressure
center at 850 hPa in southwestern China extended to
the east and northeast and merged with a mid-latitude
shortwave trough during 1200–1800 UTC (Figs. 2a and
c). A stationary front extended from western China all
the way to Japan with a large meridional gradient of
potential temperature (θ) and an even larger gradi-
ent of equivalent potential temperature (θe), which re-
sembled a meiyu front (Figs. 2b and d). During 1200–
1800 UTC, the southerly component of the 850-hPa
wind intensified in Guangxi Province and advected
high-θe air northward. In the meantime, a channel
of northerly flow on the cold side of the front started
to strengthen and pushed the quasi-stationary front
southward. With the increased convergence between
the northerly cold and dry air and southerly warm and
moist air, intense convection initiated along the inten-
sifying front and rapidly developed into a squall line
around 2030 UTC 23 April 2007. The predictability
of this squall line was examined in the following sec-
tions using the weather research and forecasting model
WRFV3 (Skamarock et al., 2008) with the initial and
boundary conditions provided by 6-h 1◦×1◦ final anal-
ysis (FNL) of the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP).

3. Sensitivity of the squall line simulation to
model error

3.1 The control experiment

The control experiment was initialized at 1200
UTC 23 April 2007 and was integrated for 24 h. It
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Fig. 1. The observational composite radar reflectivity (the maximum radar reflectiv-
ity in vertical column) of the squall line at (a) 2030 UTC 23 April, (b) 2230 UTC 23
April, (c) 0000 UTC 24 April, and (d) 0300 UTC 24 April.

Fig. 2. Environmental features of the squall line based on NCEP FNL analysis. Left panels highlights
the evolution of geopotential height (black contour every 20 m), ground-relative wind (m s−1) at 850
hPa, and column-integrated precipitable water (shaded, kg m−2) at (a) 1200 UTC 23 April, (c) 1800
UTC 23 April. (b) and (d) are the same as (a) and (c) but for potential temperature (heavy contour
every 2 K) and equivalent potential temperature (thin contour, every 2 K) at 850 hPa. The heavy
short lines in (c) and (d) denote the position where the squall line formed 2.5 h later.
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Fig. 3. Model domains for (a) the control experiment C4.5 and (b) the experiments
with two domains.

utilized three two-way nested domains with horizon-
tal grid spaces of 40.5, 13.5, and 4.5 km, respectively
(Fig. 3a). Domain 1 (D1) used 150 (lon) ×120 (lat)
horizontal grid points, which covered almost all of
China. The two nested domains used 205 (lon)×172
(lat) horizontal grid points (D2) and 316 (lon) ×265
(lat) horizontal grid points (D3), respectively. Each
domain had 35 vertical layers, with a model top of
10 hPa. The single-moment six-class microphysics
scheme with graupel WSM6 (Hong et al., 2004), the
Yonsei State University (YSU) planetary boundary
layer (PBL) scheme (Hong et al., 2006), and the rapid
radiative transfer model (RRTM) longwave radiation
scheme were used for all the three domains. The Grell-
Devenyi cumulus scheme (Grell and Devenyi, 2002)
was used for D1 and D2. No cumulus parameterization
was used for D3. The control experiment is hereafter
referred to as C4.5 (Table 1).

The control experiment well captured the forma-
tion, evolution, and structure features of the squall
line. The hourly evolution of the leading edge of the

simulated convective line was very close to the obser-
vation data (Figs. 4a, b). The simulated composite
radar reflectivity in D3 at 0000 UTC 24 April 2007
(Fig. 4c) was close to the observation data (Fig. 1c) in
terms of intensity, structure, and location except for
a slightly larger extent. The bow-shaped feature was
also captured successfully. The result of the control ex-
periment demonstrates the capability of the model in
simulating this squall line event. Thus we were able to
use C4.5 as a benchmark to examine the predictabil-
ity of the squall line in terms of the simulation per-
formance at 0000 UTC 24 April, when the squall line
matured.

3.2 Impact of physical parameterization
schemes

Uncertainty in physical parameterization schemes
is a major source of model error (Orrell, 2003). Phys-
ical parameterization aims to account for aggregate
effect of sub-grid physical processes that are lacking in
currentknowledgeand/orobservation data. Uncertain-

Table 1. Experimental designs for deterministic forecasts. The bold Italic scheme is the difference of the experiment
from C4.5.

Grid Size Cumulus schemes For Microphysics PBL Longwave radiation
Expt. (km) D1 and D2 schemes schemes schemes

C4.5 4.5 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
KFcum 4.5 Kain-Fritsch for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
THmps 4.5 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 Thompson YSU rrtm
MRFpbl 4.5 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 MRF rrtm
EHSlws 4.5 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU EHS forcing

R20 None 20 Grell-Devenyi for D1, None for D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
R20 Grell 20 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm

R13.5 None 13.5 Grell-Devenyi for D1, None for D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
R13.5 Grell 13.5 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
R10 None 10 Grell-Devenyi for D1, None for D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
R10 Grell 10 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
R5 None 5 Grell-Devenyi for D1, None for D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
R5 Grell 5 Grell-Devenyi for D1 & D2 WSM6 YSU rrtm
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Fig. 4. The isochrones of (a) the observed and (b) the
simulated squall line. The numbers corresponding to
each line denote the time in hour (UTC) of the day. (c)
gives the simulated composite radar reflectivity at 0000
UTC 24 in C4.5.

ties of physical parameterization schemes come from
deployed assumptions, empirical formulas, and coef-
ficients. Four experiments, including KFcum, THmps,
MRFpbl, and EHSlws, were constructed to explore the
sensitivity of the squall line simulation to physical pa-
rameterization schemes (Table 1). These experiments

were identical to the control experiment C4.5 except
that a different cumulus scheme, microphysics scheme,
PBL scheme, or long-wave radiation scheme were used,
respectively.

Significantly different features were observed in the
simulated composite radar reflectivity of D3 at 0000
UTC 24 April among these four experiments. The sim-
ulated squall line was not very sensitive to the changes
of cumulus parameterization scheme in the coarser do-
mains D1 and D2 (Fig. 5a). When the microphysics
scheme was changed from WSM6 to Thompson, the
convections became weaker; thus the convective line
was narrower, with a few broken points in the mid-
dle of the squall line (Fig. 5b). Greater sensitivity
was observed when a different PBL scheme was used
(Fig. 5c). Three patches of convections lined up with
large gaps; thus, the simulation failed to generate a
continuous squall line. The greatest sensitivity in the
simulation was obtained when a different long-wave
radiation scheme was applied (Fig. 5d). The southern
part displayed only scattered convective cells, though
the northern part was well simulated.

The differences between these simulations and C4.5
were also reflected quantitatively by difference total
energy (DTE). The DTE is defined as shown in the
work of Zhang et al. (2003):

DTE =
1
2

∑ (
U ′2

ijk + V ′2
ijk + κT ′2ijk

)
,

where U ′, V ′, T ′ denote the wind component and
temperature differences between two simulations, κ =
cp/Tr(cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure and
Tr is the reference temperature), and i, j, and k de-
note the index of grid point in x, y, and σ dimensions.
The evolution of DTE calculated over D3 between
C4.5 and the four sensitivity experiments is plotted in
Fig. 6. The differences started to increase significantly
when the convections were initiated near 1600 UTC,
and they saturated near 0000 UTC 24 April when the
squall matured. The difference between experiments
with different long-wave radiation schemes (C4.5 and
EHSlws) grew most rapidly and was much larger than
others, probably because the squall line formed dur-
ing the night. The smallest sensitivities were found
among different cumulus schemes used in coarser do-
mains. This result indicates that the simulation of this
squall line had much greater sensitivity to the uncer-
tainties in longwave radiation scheme than those in
cumulus, microphysics, and PBL schemes.

3.3 Impact of model resolution

Model resolution is an important factor that af-
fects the simulation accuracy of any scale of weather
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Fig. 5. The simulated composite radar reflectivity at 0000 UTC 24 April of experiments (a) KFcum,
(b) THmps, (c) MRFpbl, and (d) EHSlws.

Fig. 6. The evolution of DTE (m2 s−2) between C4.5 and
KFcum (dashed), THmps (solid), MRFpbl (dot-dashed)
and EHSlws (dotted).

system. It is especially important for the simulation
of MCSs, which involves complicated multi-scale in-

teractions. To examine the sensitivity of this squall
line event to model resolution, because there was not
much room to change grid size for D3 in the control ex-
periment C4.5, several two-domain experiments were
performed with D1 and D2, covering the same area as
those in C4.5 (Fig. 3b). D2 used a grid size varying
gradually from 20 km to 13.5 km, 10 km, and 5 km.
D1 and D2 used the same physical parameterization
schemes, except for the cumulus scheme for D2. Con-
sidering the uncertainty in the impact of the cumulus
parameterization scheme (used or not) for a grid size
between 5 and 20 km, two sets of experiments were
performed: The first set used the same cumulus pa-
rameterization scheme as that in C4.5 for D2, named
R20 Grell, R13.5 Grell, R10 Grell, and R5 Grell (Ta-
ble 1). The second set used no cumulus parameteriza-
tion scheme for D2, named as R20 None, R13.5 None,
R10 None, and R5 None (Table 1).

Result shows that the model simulation was very
sensitive to horizontal resolution. Generally speak-
ing, when cumulus parameterization was turned off, a
higher resolution produced a better simulated squall
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Fig. 7. The simulated composite radar reflectivity at 0000 UTC 24 April for experiments (a)
R20 None, (b) R20 Grell, (c) R13.5 None, (d) R13.5 Grell, (e) R10 None, (f) R10 Grell, (g)
R5 None, and (h) R5 Grell.
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line. In R20 None (Fig. 7a), the simulation only
showed a cluster of convections with two line patterns,
one in south Jiangxi Province and one in south Guang-
dong Province. When the grid size decreased to 13.5
km, a line of separated convections were captured at
the correct location, but a weak line remained behind
it (Fig. 7c). When the grid size decreased to 10 km,
a continuous line was produced with features close to
those of the observations (Fig. 7e). With a further de-
crease of grid size to 5 km, the simulation was almost
the same as that of C4.5, though the latter had a tran-
sitioning domain 2 with a grid size of 13.5 km (Fig. 7g).
It also captured the bow-shaped structure.

The results were quite different when the cumulus
parameterization was turned on. All of the simulations
with a grid size from 20 to 5 km were much worse than
those without the cumulus parameterization (Figs. 7b,
d, f, and h). Experiments with a grid size >10 km
captured a short line, but it was far north of the ob-
servations (Figs. 7b and d), while those <10 km only
produced scattered cells in a more extensive stratiform
area (Figs. 7f and h). Cumulus parameterization had
a larger negative impact at a grid size <10 km than
>10 km. Similar results were obtained when a differ-
ent cumulus scheme was used (not shown).

These results indicate that the impact of grid size
on the simulated squall line is associated with other as-
pects of model configuration. Whether a cumulus pa-
rameterization scheme is used or not for a grid size be-
tween 5 and 20 km may have a great effect on the sim-
ulation results. Therefore, a resolution of at least 10
km is necessary to successfully capture the squall line
without using a cumulus scheme. Zhang et al. (2002)
proposed that a better simulation resulting from using
a higher resolution is due to a better representation of
the moist physics. If latent-heat release is turned off,
no apparent improvement is obtained with the increase
of the horizontal resolution. Our results suggest that
the better representation of the moist physics using
a higher resolution is more likely associated with the
explicit rather than implicit precipitating processes.

4. Sensitivity of squall line simulation to ini-
tial error

In addition to the model error from horizontal res-
olution and physical parameterization schemes as dis-
cussed in previous sections, initial error is another ma-
jor source of forecast error. Considering the great sen-
sitivity of squall-line simulation to grid size and physi-
cal parameterization and other potential errors, prob-
abilistic (ensemble) forecasts may represent a better
way to forecast MCSs. To more thoroughly investi-
gate the sensitivity of squall-line simulation to the ini-

tial error, we used ensemble forecasting by randomly
perturbing the initial field of the control experiment
with the perturbations of zero mean and a standard
deviation that represents the analysis error of the ini-
tial fields. The predictability of the squall line was
examined by determining the percentage of members
with good simulations of the squall line in the whole
ensemble and their sensitivity to different NWP as-
pects.

4.1 The control ensemble experiment

The control ensemble experiment (S12Z) used an
ensemble of 40 members initiated by randomly per-
turbing the FNL analysis at 1200 UTC 23 April 2007,
which was the initial field of the control determinis-
tic experiment C4.5. The perturbations were gener-
ated by randomly sampling the background error co-
variance of WRF-3DVAR (Skamarock et al., 2008).
The standard deviations of the initial ensemble were
roughly 1 K for temperature, 2 m s−1 for winds, and
0.5 g kg−1 for the water vapor mixing ratio. The
boundary fields were perturbed in the same way. The
model domain and physical parameterization setup for
each member was the same as that in C4.5.

The result shows that the simulated squall line
was very sensitive to the initial error. Large ensemble
spread was observed in the simulated composite radar
reflectivity at 0000 UTC 24 (Fig. 8). To determine the
predictability of the squall line, the forecast ensemble
at 0000 UTC 24 were divided into three types. Type 1
included those members that captured the squall line
close to the observations (e.g., member 10 or M10).
The criteria used to determine whether a squall line
was captured using the methods of Parker and Johnson
(2000) and Meng et al. (2012). Namely, if a 100-km-
long 40-dBZ composite radar reflectivity band lasted
no less than three h in a simulation, the simulation was
considered to have captured a squall line. If the center
of the 40 dBZ band of the simulated squall line was
located within 200 km of the observed squall line at
0000 UTC 24, it was considered as “close to observa-
tion”. Type 2 included those members that captured
a squall line but with a location error >200 km (e.g.,
M09). Type 3 included those members in which no
squall line formed (e.g., M25). Type 2 and Type 3
used the same criteria as those used for Type 1 to de-
termine whether a squall line was captured. As shown
in Table 2, 15% of the members captured a squall line
close to the observations, while 60% of the members
captured the squall lines, but with a large location er-
ror. The members that failed to capture the squall line
accounted for 25% of the members.

The mean formation time, duration, and maximum
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Fig. 8. The simulated composite radar reflectivity at 0000 UTC 24 April of the 40 ensemble members in
experiment S12Z.
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Table 2. The percentage of the three types of ensemble members in different ensemble experiments.

Single scheme Multi-scheme

S12Z S00Z M12Z

Squall lines close to Obs 15% 0 15%
Squall lines with bad location 60% 27.5% 70%
No squall line 25% 72.5% 15%

length of the simulated squall lines in Type 1 and 2,
individually and totally (denoted “ave”), were com-
pared to observations (Fig. 9). The formation time
was defined as the moment when the 40-dBZ band of
the squall line first reached 100 km long. The duration
was the period that the 40-dBZ band of the squall line
remained longer than 100 km. The maximum length
denoted the maximum length of the 40-dBZ band of
the squall line during its duration (Meng et al., 2012).
Our results show that the simulated squall lines formed
generally earlier than the observations, especially in
Type 2 which was 2-h ahead of the observations. The
averaged duration of the simulated squall lines was 0.5
h shorter than the observations. Type 2 had an even
shorter duration than Type 1. The large location error
in Type 2 was likely because the squall lines formed
and weakened earlier relative to the observations. The
maximum lengths of the squall lines of both Type 1
and 2 were larger than the observations. The larger
average of Type 1 was due to an outlier in which the
simulated squall line had a maximum length of 650 km
with a tremendous bow shape.

The growth of initial error can be quantitatively
shown in terms of the evolution of the ensemble spread.
Figure 10 shows the horizontal distribution of a verti-
cally averaged ensemble spread of temperature at dif-
ferent times from 1400 UTC 23 April to 0400 UTC 24
April. In the early stage, the ensemble spread of ∼1
K was confined to northern Guangxi (Fig. 10a). The
ensemble spread increased in both magnitude and ex-
tent with the formation and development of the squall
line; it also moved with the squall line (Figs. 10b–e).
A maximum value of 2.5 K was reached at 0000 UTC
24 April (Fig. 10e). The ensemble spread decreased in
both magnitude and scale after 0300 UTC 24 April,
when the squall line began to weaken (Fig. 10f). This
result indicates that moist convection is conducive to
the growth of the ensemble spread.

The association between error growth and moist
convection development can also be seen from the evo-
lution of the vertical distribution of horizontally av-
eraged ensemble spread of different variables at 3-h
intervals from 1200 UTC 23 to 1200 UTC 24 April
(Fig. 11). Similar to the evolution of horizontal dis-
tribution of the ensemble spread of T (Fig. 10), the
ensemble spread became larger with time until 0000

UTC 24 (Fig. 11, black line) and fell back persistently
thereafter for latitudinal wind component u, tempera-
ture T , and water vapor mixing ratio qv. This feature
can be clearly seen from the evolution of the domain
averaged ensemble spread as shown by the dots and
circles marked on the X-axis in the same color convec-
tion. During the developing stage from 1200 UTC 23
to 0000 UTC 24, a peak of ensemble spread appeared
at ∼2 km above the ground (Figs. 11a–c, solid lines),
which was likely driven by moist processes. Larger
peaks were also seen near the tropopause for u and
T . Apparent jumps between 1500 and 1800 UTC 23
April were seen around the peak levels. For exam-
ple, the ensemble spread of u near 11 km jumped from
3.2 to 4.8 m s−1, while that of T near 12 km jumped
from 1 to 2 K, and that of qv near 2 km jumped from
1 to 1.3 g kg−1. These jumps appeared during the
formation process of the squall line; thus, they are
likely a result of the differences in the development of
the simulated squall line in different members. When
the squall line started to weaken after 0000 UTC 24,
the ensemble spread decreased gradually except for the
temperature ensemble spread lower than ∼2 km. The
ensemble spread of T under 2 km still increased af-
ter the squall line started to weaken until ∼0900 UTC
April 24, then it started to decrease. This feature was
likely associated with the development of the cold pool
because the cold pool reached its peak sometime after
the storm began to weaken, with the downdraft grad-
ually dominating the vertical motion.

4.2 Impact of initial error

The high sensitivity of the squall line simulation
to the different initial perturbations was clearly shown
in the control ensemble forecast. We further investi-
gated the key factor governing the squall-line forecast
capability of the numerical model to determine how
the difference between the initial fields of good simu-
lation and poor simulation led to significantly different
performances. M10 from Type 1 was chosen as a good
member that captured a squall line generally close to
the observations, while M25 from Type 3 was chosen
as a poor member that failed to produce the squall line
over the whole forecast period.

The impact of the difference in the initial fields was
examined in a way similar to that of Melhauser and
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Fig. 9. The box-and-whisker plot of (a) the formation
time (UTC 23 April), (b) the duration (hour), and (c)
the maximum length (km) of the simulated squall lines
of Type 1, Type 2 and the summation of Type 1 and
Type 2 (referred to as Ave) in comparison to the observa-
tion (heavy line). The short line in the rectangle denotes
the mean. The rectangle denotes one standard deviation
range. The largest and smallest values are marked above
and below the rectangle.

Zhang (2012). The difference between the initial fields
of M10 and M25 was first equally split into 10 parts.
By adding these 10 parts gradually to the initial field
of the poor member (M25) and rerunning the model,
the sensitivity of the squall-line simulation to the bet-
ter and better initial quality was investigated in more
detail. Experiment All 1 added one 10% part of all
model variables (including wind components u and v,
temperature T , water vapor mixing ratio qv, vertical
velocity w, column mass of dry air mu, and pertur-
bation geopotential PH) to the initial field of M25.
Experiment All 2 added a second 10% part from the
remaining nine 10% parts to the initial field of All 1.
In other words, two 10% parts were added to the ini-
tial fields of M25. The same procedure was used to
produce experiments All 3 to All 9, with the initial
field becoming closer and closer to the initial field of
the good member M10.

With the gradual improvement of the initial field,
the performance of the squall line simulation improved
gradually. The simulated composite radar reflectivity
at 0000 UTC 24 April (Fig. 12) of experiments All 1 to
All 9 changed from no squall line at all gradually to a
squall line much closer to that in M10. Each additional
increment in the initial condition made an obvious im-
provement in the squall line simulation. The two con-
vection clusters in northern and southern Guangdong
Province simulated by M25 first turned into two line
segments individually (All 3). Then the two lines ex-
tended toward each other and merged into one line
when more 10% parts were added to the initial field
(All 5). With further improvement of the initial field,
the simulated line became closer and closer to that of
M10, with more detailed structures captured, such as
the development of the bowed feature (All 7 to All 9).
This gradual or linear improvement in the simulation
from the linearly improved initial field was somewhat
different from that of Melhauser and Zhang (2012).
They observed a sudden change in the simulation of
a squall-line case in North America when they gradu-
ally added those equally split initial differences. This
result indicates that the sensitivity of squall line simu-
lation to initial error could be linear or nonlinear and
may change from case to case.

A further step was then taken to investigate the
contribution of different variables to this linear im-
provement in the squall-line simulation. UV 1–9, T 1–
9, Qv 1–9 were performed by individually adding the
differences of wind, T , and qv part by part to the initial
field of M25. The result shows that adding only the
differences of wind (Figs. 13a–c) or T (Figs. 13d–f) led
to much less improvement to the simulation relative
to adding in only qv (Fig. 14). To confirm the impor-
tant contribution of moisture field, NoQv 1–9 was per-
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Fig. 10. The horizontal distribution of the ensemble spread of temperature (red contour, K) at (a)
1400 UTC 23 April, (b) 1700 UTC 23 April, (c) 2100 UTC 23 April, (d) 2300 UTC 23 April, (e)
0000 UTC 24 April, and (f) 0400 UTC 24 April. The shading denotes the simulated composite
radar reflectivity of M10 (a good member) at the corresponding times.

formed by adding the differences of all variables except
qv, (Figs. 13g–i). NoQv 1–9 showed only slightly bet-
ter results than UV 1–9 and T 1–9, but it still failed to
capture a continuous squall line, even when the initial
condition of all variables except for moisture was al-
most the same as those of M10 in NoQv 9. This result
indicates that moisture may be a more sensitive factor
that affects the predictability of squall lines than other

variables.

5. Sensitivity of squall-line simulation to lead
time

How early a storm can be forecast for an allowable
forecast error is an important question both in pre-
dictability research and disaster preparedness practice.
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Fig. 11. The vertical distribution of horizontally averaged ensemble spread of (a) u, (b) T , (c) qv

every 3 h in S12Z from 1200 UTC 23 to 1200 UTC 24, and (d) u at 0000 UTC 24 in S12Z and M12Z.
The dots and circles with the same color convention marked on the X-axis in (a), (b), (c) denote the
domain averaged ensemble spread for the corresponding variables at the corresponding times. (Dots
are corresponding to solid lines, while circles are corresponding to dashed lines).

The sensitivity of the ensemble forecast performance
to different lead times was explored in this study by
starting the ensemble forecast 12 h earlier than the
control ensemble forecast at 0000 UTC 23 April (re-
ferred to as S00Z).

The ensemble forecasts were classified into the
same three types as in S12Z based on the simulated
squall-line features at 0000 UTC 24 April. The result
shows that starting the model 12-h earlier significantly
worsened the forecast (Table 2). None of the 40 mem-
bers captured a squall line close to the observations.
Only 27.5% of the members generated a squall line
with large location error. No squall line formed in
the remaining 72.5% of the ensemble. We also tried
starting the model 6 h earlier than the control experi-
ment at 0600 UTC 23 April, but an even worse result
emerged. Its poor quality was likely due to the fact

that many fewer radiosonde observations were ingested
in the analysis at 0600 UTC. This result suggests that
error accumulation during a longer lead time may re-
sult in a larger uncertainty in the environment, which
may substantially decrease the probability of a good
forecast. This experiment indicates that a proper lead
time to predict a squall line is 610 h.

6. A possible way to improve the predictabil-
ity of the squall line

As mentioned in section 3.2, physical parameteriza-
tion is a major error source of NWP. The WRF model
has several schemes from which to choose for each
type of the physical parameterization. Each scheme
has its own advantages and limits. Studies show that
none of the schemes works consistently better than
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Fig. 12. The simulated composite radar reflectivity at 0000 UTC 24 April in experiments All 1–9.

other schemes (Wang and Seaman, 1997). Conse-
quently, using different parameterization schemes for
different members (hereafter referred to as a multi-
scheme ensemble) could be a good way to account for
model uncertainties. Stensrud et al. (2000) first used a
multi-scheme ensemble for a mesoscale ensemble fore-
cast. Fujita et al. (2007) found that an ensemble using
a combination of different physical parameterization
schemes produced a larger ensemble spread of ther-
modynamic variables than an ensemble generated by
perturbing only the initial field with all members us-
ing the same parameterization schemes. Meng and
Zhang (2007, 2008a, b, 2011) utilized the multi-scheme
ensemble in an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) data
assimilation; they successfully accounted for model er-
ror and apparently improved the performance of the
EnKF. We sought to determine the extent to which
using a multi-scheme ensemble may affect the perfor-

mance of squall-line ensemble forecast. To this end,
experiment M12Z was performed using the same ini-
tial ensemble as that in S12Z, but this experiment was
integrated with different combinations of physical pa-
rameterization schemes for different members (Table
3). Several schemes available in WRF for cumulus,
microphysics, PBL, and long-wave radiation parame-
terizations were chosen to be assigned as equally as
possible to the 40 members. The schemes in boldface
italics were used in the control ensemble forecast S12Z.

Using a multi-scheme ensemble apparently im-
proved the performance of the ensemble forecast. The
percentage of the members that totally missed the
squall line decreased from 25% to only 15%, while
the percentage of the members that captured a squall
line increased from 60% to 70%, though no change oc-
curred in the percentage of members of Type 1 (Table
2). The better performance of M12Z was likely due
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Fig. 13. The same as Fig. 12 but for experiments UV 1, 5, 9, T 1, 5, 9 and NoQv 1, 5, 9.

to the resulting larger and more reasonable ensemble
spread (Fig. 11d), which helped to increase the proba-
bility of the ensemble to produce a better estimation
of the truth.

7. Summary and discussion

This study investigated the predictability of a
squall line in South China on 23 April 2007 through de-
terministic and probabilistic (ensemble) forecasts us-
ing WRFV3.

The impact of model error on the squall line simu-
lation used a deterministic forecast approach. Our re-
sults show that the impact of uncertainties in physical
parameterization schemes on the squall line simulation
was two folds. First, the simulated squall line with a
grid size of 4.5 km was most sensitive to different long-
wave radiation schemes relative to different cumulus,
microphysics, and PBL schemes. Second, whether cu-

mulus parameterization scheme was turned on or off
made a considerable difference for a grid size varying
from 20 km down to 5 km. Using a cumulus parame-
terization scheme degraded the simulation of the squall
line with a grid size from 20 km to 5 km. The degra-
dation to the simulation with a grid size <10 km was
more severe than that with a coarser resolution. When
cumulus parameterization was turned off, the higher
the grid size was, the better the simulation was, with
more and more detailed structures captured. Our re-
sults show that at least a 10-km grid size was necessary
to reasonably capture the squall line in this event.

The sensitivity of the squall-line simulation to the
initial error was investigated from a probabilistic point
of view through ensemble forecasting. By perturbing
the initial field with a standard deviation representing
the analysis error, a 40-member, 24-h ensemble fore-
cast was performed, with a lead time of eight h. Ap-
proximately 15% of the ensemble members decently
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Fig. 14. The same as Fig. 12 but for experiments Qv 1–9.

Table 3. The distribution of different physical schemes in the multi-scheme ensemble experiment. The scheme in bold
Italic is the one used in C4.5.

No. of members using No. of members using No. of members using No. of members using
a cumulus scheme and a microphysics scheme a PBL scheme and a long-wave scheme
the scheme used and the scheme used the scheme used and the scheme used

13, Kain-Fritsch 4, Lin 1,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 1,cam
4, Thompson 1,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 1,cam
5, WSM6 with graupel 2,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 2,cam

13, Betts-Miller 4, Lin 1,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 1,cam
4, Thompson 1,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 1,cam
5, WSM6 with graupel 2,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 2,cam

14, Grell − Devenyi 4, Lin 1,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 1,cam
5, Thompson 2,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 2,cam
5, WSM6 with graupel 2,YSU 2,ETA 1,MRF 3,rrtm 2,cam
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captured the evolution of the squall line. Approxi-
mately 25% of the ensemble members failed to cap-
ture the squall line, whereas the remaining 60% of the
ensemble captured the squall line but with a large lo-
cation error. The growth of the ensemble spread was
clearly associated with moist convection development
in terms of both time and space. A linear improve-
ment in the squall-line simulation was observed when
the initial error decreased gradually, which was dif-
ferent from the nonlinear improvement that was seen
in a squall line case in North America. Our results
also show that a better simulation of the squall line
was mainly due to the improvement of moisture field
relative to other variables.

Using different combinations of physical parame-
terization schemes for different members can appar-
ently improve the probabilistic forecast, likely through
a better representation of model uncertainties in the
ensemble. The percentage of the members that totally
missed the squall line decreased from 25% to only 15%.
Furthermore, a different lead time may substantially
affect the probabilistic forecast. If the model was ini-
tialized 12- or 6-h earlier, the performance of the en-
semble became much worse. None of the ensemble
members was reasonably simulated, which indicates
that the lead time of this squall-line case in the cur-
rent model configuration was only a few hours.

Notably, the result of this work was based on only
one squall-line case. The predictability of squall lines
is likely to exhibit flow dependence similar to that of
severe heavy rain events. Because the predictability
of squall lines, especially in China, has not been well
studied, we believe that the sensitivities of the simu-
lated squall line to the model and initial errors, the er-
ror growth features, the general performance of proba-
bilistic forecast examined in this study may contribute
to the general knowledge of squall line forecasting. In
addition, the investigation of the proper lead time and
possible model improvements may help to improve the
predictability of squall-line systems.
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